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The CLIC (Compact LInear Collider) is being studied at CERN as a potential multi-TeV e+e- 
collider [1]. The concept of manufacturing and assembly tolerances for the required RF-components 
is important for the final efficiency and for the operation of CLIC. Each component has its limits of 
operation, which must be achieved to guarantee acceptable operation, and the mechanical 
components are not an exception [2]. The proper function of an accelerating structure is very 
sensitive to errors in shape and location of the accelerating cavity. The scale of the tolerances 
currently set is in the micrometer level, that is ±1-5 µm [2]. This causes considerable issues in the 
field of mechanical design and manufacturing. Currently the design of the accelerating structures is 
a disk design, where the disks are assembled (brazed or diffusion bonded) one after another to 




Figure 1 Accelerating structure from disks 




Figure 2 Accelerating structure from quadrant 
 
Quadrants favour the mass manufacturing and assembly of accelerating structures by reducing the 
number of manufactured components [3], as compared to disks assembly. The RF functional shape 
inside of the accelerating structure remains the same, but the assembly uses less parts. The 
alignment of the quadrants has been previously made kinematic by using steel pins or spheres to 
align the pieces together. This method proved to be a quite tedious and time consuming method of 
assembly.  The accuracy of the final assembly with this kind of method is limited by: 
1. The manufacturing accuracy of the parts 
2. The accuracy of the alignment piece (sphere or pin) 
3. Manual assembly of the parts 
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4. The deformation due to assembly forces 
Each of these four reasons has its effect on to the final relative position of the pieces. When 
assembled the accuracy of the alignment features is limited by the manufacturing process, the 
spheres and pins were set into pyramidal shaped pockets or in V-grooves. The gap left between the 
pieces is the result of manufacturing of the slot for the alignment piece and the assembly force 
usually induced by tightening the assembly screws. This alignment was still made under an optical 
microscope to see that there would not be any gaps between the quadrants at least at this scale. In 
figure 3 is shown the error that can occur, if a sphere is used to align two pieces (a), which has 
either (b) too large or (c) too small diameter. 
 
 
Figure 3  Perfect kinematic alignment (a) and errors caused by (b) too large diameter error (c) too small 
diameter 
 
If the sphere has a too large diameter the pieces do not have proper contact and this can create a gap 
between the parts which the assembly force is unable to close. On the other hand when the diameter 
of the sphere is too small, the pieces can have transversal alignment errors along the machined 
support surfaces. The same arguments are also true for pins, although these type of components are 
usually very precise.  
To  limit  the  number  of  different  error  sources,  a  method  was  introduced  to  improve  the  
alignment of these pieces, called elastic averaging. This method consists of mechanical aligmnet 
features which are directly machined in the component to be aligned and uses multiple contacts to 
“average out” possible random errors caused by the manufacturing. The accuracy of the final 
assembly is therefore limited by: 
1. The manufacturing accuracy of the component (including the averaging features) 
2. The deformation due to assembly forces 
The elastic averaging uses the elasticity of the material in question, to average the errors caused in 
the manufacturing. Assembly can still be done manually. Also the contact between the averaging 
features force the contact area to deform [4]. The method is still affected by the manufacturing 
tolerances and systematical errors. The gaps are less likely to appear because the assembly method 
itself does not need alignment pieces as pins or spheres which can lead to gaps in the assembly. 
Also the load carrying capability is relatively high compared to the kinematic assemblies due to the 
number of contacts and the size and direction of the contact areas. Also the transverse alignment 









Test piece design 
 
To  test  this  method,  a  test  assembly  was  designed.  This  simple  design  included  only  two  pieces  
with the elastic averaging assembly features and a reference hole for metrology. The aim of the 
assembly was to make two-piece-assembly where the reference holes would be the measure of the 
alignment. The elastic averaging features are simple wave-like features which are placed around the 
hole. The main features are explained in figure 4.  
 
 
Figure 4 Features of the test pieces 
 
The two assembly pieces are almost exact mirror images of one another, the only difference can be 
seen in the wave-like contact fins witch are designed in away that the fins in different parts are 
staggered. There are five features in X- and Y-directions both sides of the hole, making the number 




1 , where N is the number of contacts. For this design this means that a 
single  random error  in  one  contact  has  the  effect  of  32% in  X and  Y-directions.  The  pieces  were  
designed so that the averaging features have a nominal overlap of 5 µm, the tolerance for the shape 
were set to 10 µm, making the minimum overlap to 0 µm and maximum to 10 µm. The pieces were 
manufactured by end-milling and material was OFHC-copper as it would be for the real 
accelerating structures.  
 
The pieces were measured with a Contact Measuring Machine, CMM which has an accuracy of ±3 




Figure 5 Coordinate system on the CMM 
 
The location of the hole and the averaging features were measured from both pieces. The tests were 
carried out by assembling and disassembling the pieces ten times and the location relative location 
of the centres were measured each time. Two screws were used to create the necessary assembly 
force. After the assembly the hole was measured from four places, four centres were determined 
C1-C4, as show in figure 6.  
 
 
Figure 6 Measured hole centres 
 
This way it is possible to determine the relative positioning of the pieces and the tilt of the piece. 
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Results and discussion 
 
The individual measurement of the pieces showed that the pieces were not manufactured in the 
required tolerance. As it can be seen in figure 7, the maximum error on the averaging feature is 
about 30 µm and the location of the holes (C2, C3) were 26.3 µm in the wrong place for the lower 
part and 10.8 µm for the upper part. This means that even with an optimal assembly the distance 
between the reference holes of each part, when assembled would be 30.6 µm. 
 
 
Figure 7 Common manufacturing error in the averaging shapes 
 
 The measured location of the reference, measuring the in plane distance between the four places for 




Table 1 Distances of the hole centres in each trial 
 
From the measurements it can be determined that the manufactured pieces were not in the tolerance 
level that was required, even if this did not prevent the actual testing of the assembly technique, it 
caused some problems, as the pieces required more assembly force that they were designed to. The 
CMM-results were used to create 3D-CAD-model with a corresponding the measured piece. With 
these  pieces  a  simple  simulation  was  made  with  ANSYS  to  check  what  kind  of  forces  and  





Figure 8 Simulated directions of deformations  
 
It can be seen that with this design, this piece can potentially rotate, due to the location and 
arrangement of the averaging feature. This effect is clearly showed in the figure 9, where the upper 
piece deformation is exaggerated as the lower piece remains fixed. 
 
 
Figure 9 Exaggerated deformations caused by the assembly  
 
The  rotation  is  close  to  0.25  degree,  which  is  within  tolerance,  but  needs  to  be  considered  when  
elastic averaging features are designed. The measurements of the distance between the holes are 
shown in figure 10 respect to the number of assembly.  
 
 
Figure 10 Measured distances between the test piece centres 
 
It can be seen that after the first assembly the distance between the parts starts to level down, which 
indicated good repeatability. The difference in the first assembly can be seen as a “moulding” 
assembly, for example any burrs and surface can be deformed in the first assembly so that the 
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deformation is plastic in some local areas. After the first assembly the geometry is slightly changed 
due to the plastic deformations and the elastic behaviour of the assembly features becomes 
dominant.  It  is  also  possible  to  estimate  the  effect  of  the  error  on  the  averaging  shapes  with  the  
location of the holes. The upper and lower parts have both an error in the location of the holes. If 
the parts would be placed perfectly together, one origin on top of the other the centres would have 
an offset of 30.6 µm. Now in the measurements the location error is 20.4 µm, which means that the 
averaging features move the piece relative to the other one slightly, about 10.2 µm. This can also be 
seen in the FEM-simulation which also showed the rotation of the piece. If the rotation is taken out 
of the movement, it can be calculated that the piece moves 8.2 µm. This FEM-result supports the 
CMM-result  and  shows  the  effect  of  the  assembly  method.  It  can  be  seen  that  the  repetition  
accuracy of all assemblies is close to 6 µm and when the first assembly is ignored the repeatability 
is close to 1 µm. From these results it can be said that with the right design it is possible to assemble 
two pieces with repetition accuracy of 6 µm. 
 
Conclusions and Future Work 
 
A test assembly was manufactured and tested to verify the use of elastic averaging as an accurate 
assembly method. The results show that with a proper design this can be achieved with two pieces 
with a repetition accuracy of 6 µm. The FEM-simulations with measured geometry are in agreement 
with the behaviour of the assembly (simulated 8.2µm, measured 10.2 µm). The final accuracy is 
still highly dependent on the manufacturing accuracy of the parts, especially for systematical errors. 
As a future work the averaging feature should be developed and optimized to be more suitable as an 
assembly method for accelerating structures. Also a test with multiple parts should be conducted to 
see which kind of effects are governing in multiple part assembly. As it has been shown that the 
first  assembly  differs  from  the  following  ones,  which  also  needs  to  be  taken  into  account  in  the  
following designs and tests. This would include machining of the accurate parts after initial 
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